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Justification: The project addresses the 2019 SHAP Research Priority: “Mechanization and
Automation Technologies for Improved Farm Efficiency”. Orchard operations such as pruning
and harvesting are labor intensive tasks. Growers are facing the challenges of labor shortage and
increasing labor cost. As the availability of seasonal labor is increasingly uncertain, such labor
intensive operations impact the long-term sustainability of tree fruit industry (Calvin and Martin,
2010). Therefore, it is necessary to seek new technologies to reduce the seasonal labor
dependence for these labor-intensive field operations, which will allow growers to remain
competitive in the global marketplace. Mechanical/robotic technologies would be the alternative
solutions to address these issues.
In recent years, automation technologies, especially the use of autonomous tractors has created
enormous gain in efficiency for agricultural in general (Zhang and Pierce, 2012). However, for
the specialty crops including tree fruit crops, the application of automation has lagged due to the
complexity of field operations and inconsistency of crop systems. As the tree trellis are trained
towards more uniform and modernization (SNAP: Simple, Narrow, Accessible, and Productive),
it is more promising to adopt mechanical or robotic systems for these field operations. Even with
the most modernized orchard architectures, the variation of tree canopies and fruit distribution
still could be a challenge to adopt robotic technologies. To design an effective robotic system,
the interaction between the machine and trees for these orchard tasks would be a critical
component to be investigated.
Identify the locations of tree branches and fruits is the very important step for the robotic pruning
and harvesting. Take robotic pruning as an example, the cuts on branches require high precision
with a cutting end-effector applied at the right locations and perpendicular to branch orientation.
A successful robotic pruning system would be considered as accurate, robust, fast, or even
inexpensive system. Therefore, the critical points for success of robotic pruning for fruit trees are
the accuracy of branch identification/reconstruction, the spatial requirement of pruning endeffector, and the efficiency of pruning operation (time for branch identification and the time for
maneuvering the end-effector). Similarly, for harvesting, it is very important to identify the
location of fruits, and how the robotic arm could reach the fruit without hit the obstacles. To
provide baseline information for robotic operations for tree fruit crop production, the primary goal
and objectives are illustrated as follow.
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Goal and Objectives:
The primary goal of this project is to investigate the branch and fruit accessibility of apple trees
with various tree canopies for mechanical operations such as pruning and harvesting, thus to
provide baseline information for the design of robotic systems for these orchard operations. The
detailed objectives are:
1) Investigation of different tree canopy characteristics for mechanical operations with different
pruning treatments;
2) Simulation of spatial requirement for robotic arms (3 axis linear motion manipulator, and six
degrees of freedom manipulator) with different canopy situations;
3) Robotic arm/end-effector prototype development, and performance evaluation with different
tree canopies.
Procedure(s):
Investigation of different canopy characteristics for robotic operations: As we mentioned earlier,
simpler tree architecture could improve the accessibility for adopting robotic operations. Due to
the extensive planting acreages, apple trees with tall spindle tree architecture will be selected for
this study. Four different canopy treatments will be carried out for the investigation of spatial
requirement of robotic operation systems. The canopy growth during the season and the final
production of these different canopy treatments will also be evaluated. The activities include 1)
training/pruning a tall spindle block into four different treatments (four treatments: normal
canopy width; half canopy width; normal canopy width with Apple G; half canopy width with
Apple G); 2) plant growth monitoring for the four treatments during the growing season; 3)
production evaluation for the four treatments (quality and yield). The treatment will be setup the
same in both projects years, there may be a slight adjustment for year 2 based on the results from
the first year.
Simulation of spatial requirement for mechanical/robotic operations: In order to reach the branch
or fruit, the trajectory of robotic arm could be calculated based on the location of the branch or
fruit, namely, the spatial requirement of the robotic arm could be identified. Canopy
characteristics such as branch density and branch dimension could possibly affect the path of the
robotic arm to reach the object. The activities in this objective include: 1) 3D image acquisition
for targeted trees; 2) Virtual environment establishment for simulation in Matlab; 3) Spatial
requirement simulation for the robotic arms. In this study, tree canopy (branch level) images will
be acquired using a stereo-vision camera within a specified field-of-view. A pair of images will
be taken for one branch/fruit section as one set of image data (Figure 1). Methods developed for
identification of fruits and branches (Amatya et al., 2015) will be used in this work. A simulation
study will be conducted using the machine vision-generated branch/fruit structure and machine
input that goes beyond the field tests. This simulation-based study will allow us to conduct the
branch and fruit accessibility study year-round instead of field experiments, which normally take
place only within a short window. In year 1, we will mainly acquire the images, and 3D branch
structure reconstruction. Year 2 will conduct the simulation research on the interaction of tree
branches and robotic arms (may start this activity from late year 1).
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Figure 1. Stereo-vision image pair for 3D reconstruction of fruit tree/branch. A) right side camera image; and b) left
side camera image

Robotic arm development and field test: To validate the quantitative measures of accessibility of
different canopy setups, a series of field validation tests will be conducted using a robotic arm. Limited by
the scope and time span of this study, we will validate it by using a 3-axis linear motion robotic arm. The

activities in this objective include: 1) robotic arm development (linear motion robotic arm); 2)
experiment design for preparing the trees with different canopy characteristics; 3) test the spatial
requirement in the orchard for pruning and reaching fruit; 4) guideline information for tree
architecture management. For pruning, we are working on a pruning end-effector with the
project funded by the College of Agricultural Sciences at Penn State. This pruning end-effector
will be mounted on the end of the robotic arm developed in this proposed study for the pruning
test. For harvesting, we will test the spatial requirement for reaching the fruit in the tree, and
analysis the percentage of reachable fruits with the developed robotic arm. In year 1, major effort
will be on the development of the robotic arm. In year 2, effort will be on the evaluation of the
developed arm with the interaction of tree canopies.
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Budget and Justification

Budget: ($11,744 for Yr1; $11,744 for Yr2)

Year 1
Wages
$6,720
Fringe
$524
Materials/Supplies $3,500
Travel
$1,000
Total
$11,744

Year 2
$6,720
$524
$3,500
$1,000
$11,744

Budget Justification:
Salaries/Wages – $13,440
∎
∎

Wages ($5,120 per year=$16/hr*20 hr/week*16 weeks) for a student wage payroll position (TBD) are
requested. A student will work on linear robotic arm development, simulation, and field test.
Wages ($1,600 per year=$16/hr*20 hr/week*5 weeks) is required for hiring a student working on the
canopy treatment setup, crop growth and production analysis.

Fringe Benefits - $1048

Fringe benefits are computed using the fixed rates of 38.97% applicable to Category I Salaries,
14.74% applicable to Category II Graduate Assistants, 7.81% applicable to Category III Salaries
and Wages, 0.18% applicable to Category IV Student Wages, and 25.34% for Category V,
Postdoctoral Scholars and Fellows, for fiscal year 2019 (July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2019). If
this proposal is funded, the rates quoted above shall, at the time of funding, be subject to
adjustment for any period subsequent to June 30, 2019, if superseding Government approved
rates have been established. Fringe benefit rates are negotiated and approved by the Office of
Naval Research, Penn State’s cognizant federal agency.
Materials and Supplies - $7,000
∎
∎

$3,000 per year is for development of the linear robotic arm, including motors, controller, and
aluminum parts.
$500 per year is requested for materials and supplies for field test

Travel - $2,000
All travel will be in accordance with University travel regulations and mileage will be charged at the
current rate on the data of travel. Travel costs are estimated as follows:
Travel expense ($1,000 per year) for PIs and cooperators are requested for commercial field visit and
field experiments, as well as project meetings.

Total Requested from Sponsor: $23,488
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